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2022 GENERAL PLAN 

Community Survey Summary 
Survey  
The Community Survey consists of 22 questions designed to glean background information from 

residents and learn about their thoughts on life in Paradise Valley, as well as examine the existing Vision, 

Values and Goals from the current 2012 General Plan. The survey became open to the public on Friday, 

January 9th and closed on Monday, March 1st at midnight resulting in 386 individual responses. 21 of 

these responses were submitted as hard copies in the pick-up/drop-off box at the General Plan table set 

up in the Town Hall lobby. 

 

Resident Background Information 
Questions 1 through 3 asked respondents to provide background information. When asked what area of 

Town participants reside in using the map below (Figure 1) the results for Areas 2, 3, 4, and 6 were 

nearly even, with Areas 1 and 5 receiving the lowest responses (Figure 2).  

Figure 1: Areas of Paradise Valley Map 
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2022 GENERAL PLAN 

Figure 2: Areas of Paradise Valley Responses 

 

 

When asked about age, an overwhelming 49.9% of participants identified as over 66 years of age, 31.2% 

responded 55 to 65 years of age, 13% responded 45 to 54, and youth to 44 years of age received a 

combined 6.0% of responses (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Age Responses 
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When asked about length of residency, 47.8% of participants indicated they have lived in Paradise Valley 

for 20 years or longer and 20.5% selected 10 to 19 years. 11.2% indicated they have lived in Paradise 

Valley for 5 to 9 years, 13.2% selected 1 to 4 years, and 7.3% indicated they have lived in Town for less 

than 1 year. (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Length of Residency Responses 

 

 

Paradise Valley Today 
Questions 4 through 7 were intended to gauge the impressions residents have about the Town as it 

exists today.  

When participants were asked why they choose to live in Paradise Valley, answers were diverse    

(Figure 5). Respondents could make multiple selections and 34 elected to abstain. Many respondents 

also elected to provide additional reasons as to why they choose to live in Paradise Valley. These 

individual comments can be viewed in the appendix. 
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Figure 5: Why Residents Choose to Live in Paradise Valley 

 

Participants were also asked to rate the overall quality of life in Town and 69.6% replied “excellent”, 

28.4% replied “good”, 1.1% replied “average”, 0.6% replied “poor”, and 0.3% replied “very poor”. 

(Figure 6)  

 

Figure 6: Quality of Life Responses 
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Participants were then asked about the most positive and negative trends experienced in Town recently 

and were allowed to make multiple selections. 38 participants abstained from the positive trends 

question, and 35 abstained from the negative trends question. The results were as shown in Figure 7 

and Figure 8.  

 

Figure 7: Positive Recent Trends in Paradise Valley 
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Figure 8: Negative Recent Trends in Paradise Valley 

 

 

Protection of 1-acre residential development, undergrounding of overhead utilities, natural open space 

and resource preservation, public safety services, and Town fiscal sustainability were the top five 

positive trends selected. Other options added in by respondents included “preserving a small town 

community feeling in the middle of a large metro area”, “sidewalks and bike paths. We can finally ride 

with kids”, “dedication of professional and volunteer public servants” and “dark sky for low light”. 

Prevalence of short term rentals, traffic congestion, raising of lots and building pads, lots splits, and 

resort redevelopment were the five leading negative trends selected. Other options added in by 

respondents included “short term rentals”, “cyclists disregard traffic laws”, “poor mobile phone service 

area coverage”, and multiple comments regarding overall roadway safety as well as recent development 

within town.  

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding recent positive and negative trends within Paradise Valley.   
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General Plan Topics 

Vision and Values 
Questions 8 through 10 were designed to gain an understanding of residents’ views on the Town’s 2012 

General Plan’s Vision and Values as well as various Goals associated with the primary topics (or 

elements) that are addressed in the Plan.  

When participants were asked about their impressions of the values used to create the current 2012 

General Plan Vision, responses were as shown in Figure 9 on the following page. The majority of all 

respondents selected to “keep” all of the existing values, very few respondents selected to “remove” 

any value, while 16.2% of respondents selected to “revise” the value regarding partnerships with 

schools for recreation. 73 participants skipped this question. 

When asked what the “Limited Government” value means to participants, respondents were allowed to 

provide open responses. The words used more than 10 times in those responses are included in the 

word cloud in Figure 10 on the following page. 144 participants abstained from replying to this question.  

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding their view of “Limited Government”.   

As a follow-up question, survey participants were also given an opportunity to provide a short response 

to the following question: What other foundational values, if any, do you think should be included as 

part of the Town’s 2022 General Plan update Vision for the future? The words used more than 10 times 

in those responses are included in the word cloud in Figure 11 on the following page. 183 participants 

abstained from replying to this question. An exhaustive list of responses will be provided in the Appendix. 

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding additional values that should be included within the 2022 General Plan.   
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Figure 9: Impression of Values Used to Create Town Vision 

 

 

Figure 10: Limited Government Word Cloud 
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Figure 11: Other Values to be Considered Word Cloud 

 

 

Land Use & Community Character 
Questions 11 and 12 were designed to gain insight regarding Land Use and Community Character. 

Participants were first asked if they were interested in answering a question about the topics and 88.8% 

responded “yes”. 62 respondents declined to answer “yes” or “no”. For those that replied “yes”, the 

following matrix-style question was posed: “How important are the following Land Use & Community 

Character statements to the future of Paradise Valley?” Responses are shown in Figure 12. The most 

important character statement was “Maintain low density with minimum one-acre lot requirements” 

and the least important was “Support senior living developments”. 

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding the topic of Land Use & Community Character.  
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Figure 12: Land Use & Community Character Statements 
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Circulation & Open Space 
Questions 13 and 14 were designed to gain insight regarding Circulation and Open Space. Participants 

were first asked if they were interested in answering a question about the topics and 87.6% responded 

“yes”. 70 respondents declined to answer “yes” or “no”. For those that replied “yes”, the following 

matrix-style question was posed: “How important are the following Circulation & Open Space 

statements to the future of Paradise Valley?” Responses are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. The most 

important character statement was “Continue to ensure the conservation of open space and mountain 

lands (i.e., Paradise Valley Mountain Preserve Trust)” and the least important was “Encourage electric or 

autonomous vehicle use”. 

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding the topic of Circulation & Open Space.  

Figure 13: Circulation & Open Space Statements 
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Environmental & Water Resources 
Questions 15 and 16 were designed to gain insight regarding Environmental and Water Resources. 

Participants were first asked if they were interested in answering a question about the topics and 82.9% 

responded “yes”. 70 respondents declined to answer “yes” or “no”. For those that replied “yes”, the 

following matrix-style question was posed: “How important are the following Environmental & Water 

Resources statements to the future of Paradise Valley?” Responses are shown in Figure 15. The most 

important character statement was “Monitor water providers to ensure the long-term needs of the 

Town are met” and the least important was “Encourage environmental sustainability and green energy 

use”. 

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding the topic of Environmental & Water Resources.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Circulation & Open Space Statements - Continued 
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Figure 15: Environmental & Water Resources Statements 

  

Community & Public Services 
Questions 17 and 18 were designed to gain insight regarding Community and Public Services. 

Participants were first asked if they were interested in answering a question about the topics and 88.2% 

responded “yes”. 71 respondents declined to answer “yes” or “no”. For those that replied “yes”, the 

following matrix-style question was posed: “How important are the following Community & Public 

Services statements to the future of Paradise Valley?” Responses are shown in Figure 16. The most 

important character statement was “Maintain high quality public safety services” and the least 

important was “Increase involvement of young adults in community governance”. 

Please see the appendix for a detailed summary of all individual comments provided by respondents 

regarding the topic of Community & Public Services.  
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Figure 16: Community & Public Services Statements 

 

Residency Validation  
Questions 20 and 21 asked respondents’ information to validate Paradise Valley residency. Given that 

zip code and the various service providers within the Town are not exclusive to Paradise Valley, a 

combination of confirming zip code and solid waste provider together was utilized to validate residency. 

99% of participants reside in the 85253-zip code and only 1% reside in the 85250-zip code. No 

participants selected “other zip code”. Ten respondents did identify “other” as their solid waste 

provider, which suggests they may live outside of Town limits (as shown in Figure 17 below). 78 

respondents opted not to respond to either of these questions. 
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Figure 17: Solid Waste Providers 

 

Conclusion 
Question 19 asked participants if there was anything else they would like to tell the Town regarding the 

General Plan Update. 277 participants skipped this question. Figure 18 highlights the most mentioned 

words in the open responses. 

Figure 18: Open Share Word Cloud 
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Question 22 asked respondents to select the best three ways to keep them informed about the details 

of the 2022 General Plan Update process. The top three responses received included “opt-in email 

notices (where you sign up to receive emails from Town)”, “direct mailing to your home address”, and 

“town website”. 84 participants did not respond to this question. Other responses are shown in Figure 

19. 

 

Figure 19: Ways to Stay Informed of the 2022 General Plan Update Process 
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Community Mapping Survey Summary 
Social Pinpoint 

As a supplement to the traditional text survey, residents were also given the opportunity to share 
geographic feedback by viewing an online map of the Town and placing comments or “pins” on the map. 
Respondents were able to select specific pins that focused on three topics; Cherish – A place or feature 
that you believe makes Paradise Valley unique or an area that contributes to high quality of life in the 
town; Opportunity – An area of Town you believe holds an opportunity for the community; and 
Challenge – A place or feature that you believe is a concern or should be improved to enhance the quality 
of life in Paradise Valley.  

After selecting the pin type that most closely associated with the subject of their comment, respondents 
were able to drag the pin to any location on the map and then provide a more detailed comment. In 
addition, all respondents were able to view comments shared by others and provide a follow-up “like” 
or “dislike” response. 

The dashboard in Figure 20 shows a total of 211 unique users visited the mapping site multiple times for 
a total number of 497 visits. A total of 10 comments or pins were physically placed on the map (Figure 
21). Specific pin comments and any respondent follow-up responses are listed below. 

Comment #/ 
Type 

Comment Follow-Up 
Response 

1 / Challenge Utility lines along the north side of Chaparral and west side of 68th street fall under 
City of Scottsdale jurisdiction, however, effect Town of Paradise Valley homeowners 
because they directly run along Town of PV homes. It would be wonderful if the Town 
could reach an agreement with the City of Scottsdale and APS to underground these 
lines. 

10 (Likes) 

2 / Opportunity Opportunity to create some kind of safe pedestrian path along Jackrabbit Road. Many 
people walk this street and it is dangerous 

9 (Likes) 

3 / Opportunity The periphery of the utilities and adjacent buildings in the Town of PV complex should 
be less conspicuous to promote a beautiful community. For instance, the large utility 
sheds and barbed wire around the PV jail can be seen from the adjacent roads. Simple 
tall shrubs, and not the minimal, sparse desert vegetation that currently exists, could 
accomplish obscuring these. 

4 (Likes) 

4 / Challenge I want to comment on the proposed expansion of El Charro. I oppose adding a resort 
on that small property which is far too dense and too close to neighbored. Even as a 
restaurant, it is often noisy and a distraction to neighbors. 

3 (Likes) 
2 (Dislikes) 

5 / Opportunity Opportunity to finish the previously planned remodel of Doubletree Road to mirror 
what was done west of Invergordon. This is a major front door opportunity for TPV 
and this street should match Invergordon and what was built west. 

5 (Likes) 
3 (Dislikes) 

6 / Challenge Traffic--Bus Stops/Tatum /52nd St/Doubletree Cut throughs. Large Trucks. Airplane 
noise/Faa route 

2 (Dislikes) 

7 / Opportunity Why are there no hiking trails on Mummy Mountain? I get bored doing my exercise 
walks on town streets all the time. 

2 (Likes) 

8 / Cherish Mountain views 9 (Likes) 

9 / Opportunity Bike lanes would provide for driver and bicyclist safety.  

10 / Opportunity safe bike lane along McDonald is sorely needed: presently it's very dangerous for 
bicyclists and drivers from 44th St to Scottsdale Rd. 
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Figure 20: Mapping Dashboard 

 

Figure 21: Mapping Survey 
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1.0% 4

0.3% 1

0.8% 3

4.1% 16

13.0% 50

31.1% 120

49.7% 192

Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 386 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 386
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Q4 Why do you choose to live in Paradise Valley? (check all that apply)
Answered: 352 Skipped: 34

Low density
housing (i.e...

Aesthetic
beauty of...

Safety
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Proximity to
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Other (please
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88.4% 311

88.4% 311

70.5% 248

59.4% 209

54.0% 190

51.1% 180

42.6% 150

38.1% 134

29.3% 103

24.7% 87

19.0% 67

19.0% 67

17.9% 63

Total Respondents: 352

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Low density housing (i.e. 1-acre lot minimum)

Aesthetic beauty of natural environment (i.e. mountain views)

Safety

Community character/design

Proximity to natural open space

Close to entertainment/culture

Sense of community

Proximity to surrounding trails

Near family & friends

Good place to raise children

Close to employment

Quality of schools

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 minimal municipal oversite. Keep PV unique - the whole retention basin requirement is
ridiculous for hillside!

3/2/2021 2:26 PM

2 No street lights 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

3 We were hoping it will not change by resort growth!!!!! 3/1/2021 8:01 PM

4 Town of Paradise Valley police, mayor etc 3/1/2021 2:30 PM

5 Close proximity to preferred shopping and medical complexes. 3/1/2021 12:07 PM

6 Love the wild life and birds! 3/1/2021 11:35 AM

7 Proximity to airport, downtown and shopping 3/1/2021 11:06 AM

8 Proximity to Camelback 3/1/2021 11:04 AM

9 It is quiet. 3/1/2021 10:15 AM

10 Mayor and City Council great communicators. 3/1/2021 10:01 AM

11 Low taxes and proximity to an international airport. Also, the town's commitment to dark sky,
self governance, low density, no business without SUP, and LIMITED GOVERNMENT
INTERFERENCE.

3/1/2021 9:57 AM

12 You can appreciate ( and expect ) that the houses and yards will be well groomed and not run
down

3/1/2021 9:27 AM

13 Access to resorts and spas. 3/1/2021 9:26 AM

14 Great central location -- easy access to all venues in the City 2/28/2021 8:03 PM

15 Living in a Hillside area, the preservation of the mountain areas of PV are a high priority. The
mountain views of the hillside lots and the views of the mountains from the flat land lots are
crucial to the attractiveness of PV. Preventing overdevelopment of the mountain areas is
crucial to maintaining the brand of PV, and it is part of what distinguishes PV from other areas,
such as Arcadia.

2/28/2021 10:41 AM

16 I use to enjoy the quite of the evenings, sitting outside and looking at the sun setting. The
traffic on MacDonald Drive has increased 20 fole and so has the noise making sitting outside
in our front patio difficult.

2/27/2021 10:00 AM

17 Lower taxes 2/26/2021 11:00 AM

18 Rural feel in the middle of a metropolis. "Dark" town: love that there are few street lights.
Excellent police department.

2/24/2021 5:06 PM

19 Privacy. 2/24/2021 8:43 AM

20 Good road biking, close to climbing gym, hiking trails 2/21/2021 2:33 PM

21 See 2/20/2021 5:21 PM

22 central location with easy access to shopping and indoor and outdoor venues 2/20/2021 7:54 AM

23 Limited commercial activity, High quality amenities (restaurants, spas, etc) in the few existing
resorts

2/15/2021 3:10 PM

24 The large lots and distancing between homes gives us the chance to garden, to enjoy our own
little wild-life park and above all gives us quiet in which to enjoy both. No slamming car doors,
no blaring radios, just peace in which to enjoy watching the birds come home to roost in the
evenings and wave to the neighbors jogging by as they enjoy our flowers with us. It's a bit of
small-town Americana not easily found these days.

2/12/2021 3:09 PM

25 See 2/11/2021 2:35 PM

26 clean 2/10/2021 7:12 PM

27 We also enjoy the quiet environment except if there is a "party house" in your neighborhood,
which we have! This large "party house" is very disruptive in our wonderful area.

2/10/2021 3:47 PM
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28 Safe walking on town streets and friendly people. We like the diverse architecture and the
blend of old and new homes.

2/10/2021 3:46 PM

29 .5 acre lot space 2/10/2021 3:39 PM

30 Best described as the uniqueness of PV, which is only understood if one lives here. 2/10/2021 6:37 AM

31 Dark Sky Quiet Rural feel 2/9/2021 4:30 PM

32 We have been residents for 34 years. We came for the beauty, the quiet, the darkness, the
privacy, and the prestige and value appreciation of a P.V. home. Our neighborhood pretty much
keeps to themselves but we watch out for each other from afar. We live for our view . It was
partially blocked 25 years ago by a new home that wanted their view and mine too.

2/5/2021 6:32 PM

33 Life feels more simple west of Scottsdale Rd. Natural habitat (although it seems to be
disappearing), no curbs, quiet (used to be - now hot rod cars are on all of our streets.)

2/4/2021 2:18 PM

34 The town exemplifies and aligns with our conservative values. 2/4/2021 9:36 AM

35 focus on family homes instead of commercial enterprise 2/4/2021 6:24 AM

36 Please protect our natural beauty. Can't believe how the east side of Camelback Mountain is
being dug up/blasted, etc. to make way for what??? Also concerned about the water runoff
when people decide to build in areas that should be protected.

1/28/2021 3:00 PM

37 I moved as a child, went to PCDS, and later lived in a different area of Town of PV. 1/28/2021 10:31 AM

38 It was so peaceful and had such a rural feeling. 1/27/2021 7:19 PM

39 Dislike the Creighton school district taxes we incur. HORRIBLY unfair. Public school options
not great for P.V. residents.

1/27/2021 4:40 PM

40 WE ARE SMALL TOWN PEOPLE, ARIZONA BORN BUT SMALL TOWNS................ 1/27/2021 2:39 PM

41 I believe TPV offers the best lifestyle for my family in all the Valley. 1/27/2021 11:42 AM

42 The town respects it's residents and their property rights. They protect and serve the
community in ways that differentiate it from other communities. Investment in the community
have proven to be protected through the efforts of the governing officials.

1/26/2021 4:36 PM

43 close to other regional amenities: airport, stadiums, etc. 1/26/2021 3:04 PM

44 the tax structure as opposed to that of nearby zip codes 1/26/2021 1:04 PM

45 Close to international airport 1/26/2021 6:30 AM

46 Low density is essential. 1/25/2021 7:32 PM

47 Mostly good control of design of houses and business buildings. Huge exception being the
Mountain Shadows buildings. And letting houses dig huge holes in the sides of the mountains.
Otherwise, we do seem to try. The Hillside rules are a good start, but still allow some awful
things to happen in my opinion.

1/25/2021 4:57 PM

48 excessive use of major trail systems 1/25/2021 10:28 AM

49 Government and Staff encourage resident participation especially if there is a concern. I have
witnessed listening and action with regards to the One Hauler Trash proposal, the Doubletree
Ranch Rd. re-development proposal, Mountainview Medical redevelopment proposal, among
other issues that have a direct effect on residents which is excellent. Unfortunately, my very
serious challenge has not received the same attention and it involves: a re-developed adjacent
property by a developer constructing a SPEC home (no home owner/new neighbor during
construction) and NOT considering the adverse impact to the surrounding area. NOT a
neighbor issue but a contractor's team issue. This new construction violates many General
Plan guidelines including preserving existing neighborhood's character and protecting the
resident's quality of life.

1/24/2021 6:30 PM

50 Building restrictions which preserve the aesthetics of the community. Such as no two story
houses, etc.

1/23/2021 8:19 PM

51 Dark Skies, no street lights, residential lighting restrictions Limited Government Strict Land
Use Volunteer Council, Mayor No Commerce, only resorts Committed Police Safety Aesthetic
Culture

1/21/2021 12:30 PM
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52 Stability of housing values, quality of neighborhood 1/20/2021 8:23 PM

53 It fulfills Ebenezer Howard's ideal of combining access to a major city with the peace and
tranquillity of a semi-rural setting. We have been able to adapt an older home and yard to our
aesthetic and physical needs while also securing mountain views and a continuing sense of
being in a Sonoran Desert setting with its unique plant forms.

1/18/2021 10:21 AM

54 Growth of property value 1/18/2021 10:04 AM

55 look forward to returning to traditional person to person meetings, Town and Committee groups,
Improve ingress-egress to Shea/44th street medical center Improve parking in re
ingress/egress trail systems improve safety for bikers

1/18/2021 9:00 AM

56 CONCERN IN RE SAFETY IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS - LIGHTING 1/17/2021 9:51 AM

57 When I still working, close to the airport. 1/16/2021 6:16 PM

58 Conservative limited government; Residents engaged in community issues; Local government
takes good care of our infrastructure

1/16/2021 5:32 PM

59 a dedicated police force 1/16/2021 4:30 PM

60 Quality of life i was searching for as i got ready to retire. 1/16/2021 9:06 AM

61 Location and how that impacts property values. Quality of life given quiet neighborhoods, code
enforcement to ensure property is well taken care of.

1/15/2021 3:52 PM

62 X 1/15/2021 3:09 PM

63 Proximity to airport 1/14/2021 4:34 AM
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Q6 What are the most positive trends Paradise Valley has experienced
recently? (check all that apply)

Answered: 348 Skipped: 38
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81.6% 284

62.6% 218

60.3% 210

52.0% 181

48.9% 170

34.2% 119

31.9% 111

19.8% 69

19.0% 66

16.7% 58

9.8% 34

8.6% 30

Total Respondents: 348

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Protection of 1-acre residential development

Undergrounding of overhead utilities

Natural open space and resource preservation

Public safety services

Town fiscal sustainability

Availability of world-class resort/tourism options

Road improvements

Flood control/drainage

Resort redevelopment

Restriction of trail and recreation planning

Other (please specify)

Utility services
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 None! 3/2/2021 2:19 PM

2 No street lights 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

3 Residents who care 3/1/2021 8:01 PM

4 Lower speed limit on McDonald. 3/1/2021 11:04 AM

5 City governments focus on quality of life 3/1/2021 10:01 AM

6 Internet and cell signal quality 3/1/2021 9:57 AM

7 Love the underground utilities 3/1/2021 9:48 AM

8 Very safe ... Police are excellent....Coffee with a Cop builds confidence and community. 3/1/2021 9:27 AM

9 While we want the PV resorts to be successful, and they are an important asset to the town
form a fiscal and ambiance standpoint, there is a trend towards too much density. The design
of Mountain Shadows is too industrial/commercial in appearance and the high density of that
redevelopment is what one would expect in Scottsdale or Phoenix but is out of place for
Paradise Valley.

2/28/2021 10:41 AM

10 Lower taxes Private property clean up Contractor jobsite clean up 2/26/2021 11:00 AM

11 I'm answering these questions because whoever tore up this little piece of Paradise needs to
be held back.

2/25/2021 12:14 PM

12 Road Construction has plenty of signs and the Speed Traps are ideal for Town income. 2/25/2021 11:54 AM

13 Lot splitting 2/24/2021 7:35 PM

14 Sidewalks and bike paths. We can finally ride with kids! 2/23/2021 10:28 PM

15 Don’t think they are doing what they should to preserve the character of Paradise Valley 2/16/2021 6:20 PM

16 Preserving a small town, community feeling in the middle of a large metro area 2/15/2021 3:10 PM

17 I have been continually impressed with the quality, professionalism, and vigor of the Town's
Staff and volunteers on the Council and its Committees.

2/10/2021 8:22 AM

18 RITZ 2/10/2021 6:37 AM

19 We are very concerned about the potential development of yet another hotel on the current El
Chorro restaurant property. With the Ritz being developed and the new Mountain Shadows and
the JW Marriott, another resort in that small amount of space is the last thing that this town
needs.

1/31/2021 5:54 PM

20 Dedication of professional and volunteer public servants 1/30/2021 5:40 PM

21 Not thrilled with Ritz Carleton and Mountain Shadows developments which will bring in too
many strangers/tourists and too much traffic. TOO DENSE!

1/28/2021 9:34 AM

22 Narrowing of mockingbird north of Lincoln to decrease speed of drivers and volume of drivers.
Move the traffic to Scottsdle road. Build a traffic circle at Cheney and mockingbird ASAP.

1/27/2021 8:01 PM

23 1 1/27/2021 4:16 PM

24 Police responsiveness 1/27/2021 2:01 PM

25 I do think it was absurd that the Town Council could not pull of the improvement of Doubletree
from Invergordon to Scottsdale Road. It was funded and in early planning but the politics of the
Council didn't allow for this project to move forward.

1/27/2021 11:42 AM

26 Dark sky for low light 1/26/2021 6:30 AM

27 We need sewer. Outrageous that some PV residents have septic tanks. 1/25/2021 7:32 PM

28 Cherokee School new construction by SUSD and designing it with traffic considerations, also
pick up and drop off accomodations for safety of students

1/24/2021 6:30 PM

29 Commitment to eliminate and fight short term rentals Commitment to Neighborhood 1/21/2021 12:30 PM
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Preservation

30 Quiet area 1/20/2021 5:48 PM

31 discreet street lights where in safety so dictates 1/18/2021 9:00 AM

32 technology improvements for public safety in PV 1/16/2021 4:30 PM

33 Slowly improving properties that are in disrepair and that are an eyesore. 1/15/2021 3:52 PM

34 X 1/15/2021 3:09 PM
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Q7 What are the most negative trends Paradise Valley has experienced
recently? (check all that apply)

Answered: 351 Skipped: 35

(See Following Page)
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72.6% 255

48.4% 170

44.2% 155

43.9% 154

27.4% 96

27.4% 96

20.2% 71

14.0% 49

13.4% 47

12.3% 43

12.0% 42

9.7% 34

6.3% 22

4.0% 14

2.0% 7

1.4% 5

0.0% 0

Total Respondents: 351

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Prevalence of short term rentals

Traffic congestion

Raising of lots and building pads

Lot splits

Resort redevelopment

Other (please specify)

Home based businesses

Road improvements

Availability of world-class resort/tourism options

Flood control/drainage

Restriction of trail and recreation planning

Utility services

Protection of 1-acre residential development

Natural open space and resource preservation

Public safety services

Town fiscal sustainability

Town’s limited government approach
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Honor Healths rezoning supposedly sacred and unchangeable residential zones in our beautiful
neighborhoods despite there being plenty of empty and easily convertible space in commercial
zones not even a football field away. It seems apparent some people in the local government
must be close with some people at Honor Health.

3/2/2021 4:52 PM

2 cyclists disregard traffic laws blowing through stop signs and speeding through hilsides 3/2/2021 2:26 PM

3 Resorts are awful and cause congestion and took away open spaces. disaster. 3/2/2021 2:19 PM

4 cyclists allowed to break laws throughout the Town. Speeding, stop sign running 3/2/2021 12:52 PM

5 cox needs upgrade 3/2/2021 12:35 PM

6 poor internet service 3/2/2021 12:26 PM

7 epcor water rates 3/2/2021 12:02 PM

8 bad cell phone service 3/2/2021 11:35 AM

9 allowing AirBnB too many resorts on Lincoln Drive and adjacent areas Allowing increased
construction hours Allowing homes not following Hillside zoning ordinances, eg, 5656 E. Indian
Bend

3/1/2021 8:01 PM

10 Wasting money and voting yourself (council) the opportunity to waste money 3/1/2021 1:37 PM

11 Continuation of mountain side building, especially at higher elevations. 3/1/2021 1:18 PM

12 Something seriously needs to be done to have bicyclists respect and abide by the rules. It is
out of control with their disrespect for the town residents who live in these areas. They don't
stop at stop signs, they fly through neighborhoods, cutting of and passing cars, or riding on
their tales. You can be pulling out of your driveway and they appear full speed out of nowhere
and buzz around you car on these narrow roads. They yell at you or give you disrespectful
hand signals, if you kindly say....please be careful and slow down, these are narrow , hillside
roads and it's hard to see what comes around sharp corners. They pass you when they are
going downhill and cut in front of your car. They ride down Mockingbird Lane when signs are
posted no bicycles during construction. And many times ride 2 or 3 in a row, so you can't get
around them on the roads. It's really a very serious and a dangerous problem. I wish we could
put a few speed bumps on the hillside roads to slow them down. ( They did that in my mother's
hilly community and it's worked wonders) Otherwise, I think we need to gate some of these
areas for the residents peace of mind. I feel like the town does not take care of the roads, in
some residential areas the roads are crumbling off the edge of the mountain where drainage
issues have been problems for years. The roads are cracked and some have pot holes. For a
beautiful town our roads are no where near up to snuff. We have sewers that often times smell
when you are walking by them In recent remodels people are not adhering to the dark skies on
the mountain. They are using lights that are far too bright. I'm all for soft lighting. I'm for
updating and progress in the town as long as people adhere to the building rules . I do think
spacing for guesthouses should be considered. Some of these lots are becoming all house and
no hillside. We all love the open space in P.V. If we loose that it will take away from our
precious environment. Lastly, I think we should encourage landscape around houses. It's good
for the environment and helps our air quality. Some new houses feel it will block their view, but
living here is about nature, and nurturing our beautiful desert. Hillside or on the flat areas we
should try to use more desert trees and plants in keeping with Arizona

3/1/2021 12:50 PM

13 Short-term rentals are the worst recent problem. It's outrageous that outside investors are
effectively able to run unlicensed hotels and nightclubs that mar our neighborhoods and take
police resources to control. These should be banned, unless the location is zoned for such
uses. It's downright unfair (and at times unsafe) for those who own homes nearby and its costs
our entire community. The vertical height of Mountain Shadows is a stain and inconsistent with
the community feel. Likewise, the addition of condo / apartment type development at the
resorts should be limited. The rise in utility costs (particularly water) is also hard to stomach.

3/1/2021 12:46 PM

14 Too much excessive speedon Lincoln. 3/1/2021 11:04 AM

15 cell phone service 3/1/2021 10:53 AM

16 speed traps 3/1/2021 10:09 AM
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17 Short term rental regulations returned to city controls 3/1/2021 10:01 AM

18 Short term rentals are a huge problem. 3/1/2021 9:48 AM

19 SHORT TERM RENTALS AND HAVING A PARTY HOUSE NEXT DOOR OR EVEN ON
YOUR STREET IS UNACCEPTABLE TO THE PRESERVATION OF PROPERTY VALUES
AND LIFESTYLE THAT THIS TOWN WAS ORIGINALLY DESIGNED FOR. THE NUMBER OF
SURROUNDING RESORTS SHOULD BE ENOUGH TO BE ABLE TO SUPPORT THE
DESIRE FOR LARGE GROUPS TO GATHER AND WANT LOUD MUSIC, TOO MANY
PEOPLE AND OFTEN BAD BEHAVIOR THAT SPILLS OUT BEYOND THE PROPERTY
HOLDING THE EVENT.

3/1/2021 9:30 AM

20 Poor cell service 3/1/2021 9:29 AM

21  allowing homes to have run down yards .... 3/1/2021 9:27 AM

22 Poor coordination of road construction, water main construction, median reconstruction 2/28/2021 4:44 PM

23 As noted above, the overbuilding on some lots and the high density resort redevelopment of
places such as Mountain Shadows infringes on the low density, one-acre residential character
that is the integral to PV. There should be buffering to transition from the higher density of the
resorts to the surrounding one-acre residential areas.

2/28/2021 10:41 AM

24 Influx of people from outside PV for biking/walking 2/27/2021 4:40 PM

25 No parks. No bike paths. Limited sidewalks 2/27/2021 4:35 PM

26 Shipping containers should not be allowed to permanently be placed on a residential lot. 2/27/2021 12:04 PM

27 For almost 30 years I lived on the north side of Mummy under Hillside ordinance. The natural
desert there is beautifully preserved, even among new constructions and modern tastes in
design. Now, living here on the south side of Mummy for the past 7 years, my heart aches
from time to time, witnessing the scraping of native landscape, installation of plastic grass,
uplighting showcase home and landscape architecture features, and the general
transformation… shall I say degradation, of our Sacred, Pristine Sonoran Desert. The unique
character of Paradise Valley is what has attracted so many to our lush patch of desert. I
believe Paradise Valley has an opportunity to preserve our desert heritage by implementing
measures throughout the entire municipality similar to those in place in our Hillside area. I truly
hope others will choose to make native desert landscape a priority in our beautiful town.

2/26/2021 6:17 PM

28 The inability of the city to enforce and maintain common areas of governmental, commercial,
and residential property. Such as city streets, boulevard, parks and government buildings;
construction sites, and private residence landscaping and buildings.

2/26/2021 11:00 AM

29 Lack of access to City or Phoenix waste services 2/26/2021 8:50 AM

30 It's criminal what has happened to the Town of Paradise Valley - so sad. 2/25/2021 12:14 PM

31 Abundance of vapidity 2/24/2021 7:35 PM

32 Need better cellular service. Absolutely no cell service with Verizon in our home. Also need
road improvements and entry from Scottsdale Rd improvements. Lots of markings on the
ground and litter at corner of Scottsdale Rd and Doubletree. Would be nice to add center
median with landscape to slow traffic. This was proposed 2 years ago and failed however it
was supposed to be further studied and we have never heard another word about it.

2/24/2021 6:42 PM

33 The short-term rentals HAVE GOT TO GO!!! I realize it's a state statute, but there must be
something our town can do to make them so limited that they are undesirable. There's a home
in our neighborhood that has nearly non-stop rental guests. I did not spend over a million
dollars on my home to live in a noisy "party" atmosphere. I have a right to quiet enjoyment of
my home - much more than anyone else's right to use their home as a resort. And it's neither
reasonable nor a good use of our police force to call the police. We'd be doing it every day. To
me, this is one of the town's most important priorities.

2/24/2021 5:06 PM

34 Limited or no bike lanes especially on larger roads. 2/23/2021 10:28 PM

35 Lack of centralized trash collection (too many garbage trucks roaming our streets) 2/20/2021 11:26 AM

36 there has been a great deal of instability caused by turnover in our neighborhood. Constant
construction/development and homes for sale.

2/20/2021 7:54 AM

(Staff)
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37 Constant street disruptions 2/19/2021 8:09 PM

38 Traffic on neighborhood roads too fast No sidewalks/bike paths 2/18/2021 2:51 PM

39 After living in San Francisco for the past 6 years, I quarantined at 61st Place and Lincoln Drive
for 6.5 months (October thru April 30th). I think Lincoln Dr is so dangerous. I brought with me 2
bicyles - an electric assist bike and a traditional commuter bike. It is so dangerous to bike on
Lincoln Blvd, Tatum Blvd, McDonald Dr are extremely risky to bike on. And I don't like walking
on the sidewalk either because cars are going 50mph next you. I think Lincoln should reduce
the # of lanes to 3 total and give bikers/walkers/runners a bigger space and it would encourage
more people to take alternative modes of transportation instead of their SUV. I think more
people would welcome going to AJ's or Trader Joe's if the roads were safer. Needing to hop in
a car to do everything is stupid. Especially when electric bikes can now have a range of 40-60
miles.

2/16/2021 3:43 PM

40 I haven't been here long enought to comment 2/16/2021 1:29 PM

41 I haven't lived here long enough to comment. 2/16/2021 9:26 AM

42 Short Term Rentals have had an extremely negative impact on the quality of life and character
of the Town.

2/15/2021 3:10 PM

43 Noise from both traffic and landscapers 2/15/2021 1:43 PM

44 - compromise of commitment to one acre zoning, i.e. Five Star at the Ritz - scraping lots
permanently destroying desert and natural habitat - erosion of open spaces - overregulation

2/14/2021 9:40 AM

45 allowing high density housing developments with the town limits simply because there is an
associated resort included. this type of development goes against the core values of PV.

2/12/2021 6:07 PM

46 Mountain shadows may be the worst thing to happen to our town. It is so ugly, some have said
it reminds them of a Russian office building. How that monstrosity could wind up in perhaps
the perfect location (right under Camelback Mountain} is just sad. And, it does not deserve to
be called "world class".

2/12/2021 4:28 PM

47 Poor mobile phone service/area coverage Poor control over and too much resort development 2/12/2021 2:34 PM

48 In my opinion there have been too many zoning variances granted, and I would even say I
would like to see the building envelope and under roof area tightened up, as well as review of
any historically significant properties for preservation prior to putting up another "white box"

2/12/2021 1:30 PM

49 Lack of sense of community. I am from Princeton,NJ and while I realize PV is very different in
many ways, I miss the community feel that I had there. We had annual seasonal events that
continually drew the community together. The public library was an integral part of this. The
“downtown” was a place you could always see your neighbors.

2/11/2021 4:42 PM

50 Cut-through traffic! 2/10/2021 4:03 PM

51 We have had many water breaks in major Epcor lines. In the last 6 months, we have
experienced 2 major breaks that affected us having no water in our home. We have a
circulation pump that has already burnt out from lack of water from Epcor line breaks two years
ago. Also, too many garage truck companies (4) running through the neighborhoods. No only
do they speed they also tear up our streets causing Paradise Vally extra expenses to repair
our roads.

2/10/2021 3:47 PM

52 Property taxes are ridiculously high. Also, the noise from leaf blowers is out of control -- can
you do something about this? I know other towns have restrictions. We don't live here for it to
sound like New York City!

2/10/2021 3:07 PM

53 Airbnb 2/10/2021 8:05 AM

54 The manner in which someTown Council have expressed themselves in public. It is
unnecessary for the greater good. Recent meeting antics and less recent, but just as
damaging is the continuing war being played out between two council members in public
including op/ed stories, which appears from the sidelines as an ego trip and in the end, hurts
the mission of the town.

2/10/2021 6:37 AM

55 General cleanliness of roadways. Sides of Tatum and Lincoln seem to be dumping grounds. 2/8/2021 12:51 PM

56 Councils past and present seem to have relaxed their energy to uphold the protections of the 2/5/2021 6:32 PM
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very things we all live here for. Development (even if "world class"), seems to be winning.

57 LOUD and SPEEDING CARS - This needs to be stopped ASAP. 2/4/2021 2:18 PM

58 Lack of sustainability plan to reduce carbon emissions 2/3/2021 4:12 AM

59 The construction along Lincoln seems to be taking forever. I worry about the additional traffic
that the Ritz Carleton development is going to bring.

1/30/2021 8:33 PM

60 terrible phone and cable services 1/30/2021 6:46 PM

61 Sporadic cell phone service between the mountains. This MUST be fixed. 1/30/2021 4:56 PM

62 Growing infringement on quiet single family homes by major resort development, traffic during
construction and ensuing traffic following construction. Soon it will be faster to walk Lincoln Rd
than to drove it

1/30/2021 4:52 PM

63 Noise from school near residence, garbage area. No public spàce outside to meat other
residents, like other communities have.

1/28/2021 10:31 AM

64 Short term rentals 1/27/2021 11:20 PM

65 Need traffic circle installed at Cheney and mockingbird to decrease accidents. Get more
internet service providers as monopoly of existing 2 has lead to predatory pricing. Bring
competition to let market take prices down.

1/27/2021 8:01 PM

66 Ignoring the preservation of our mountains. Isn't there suppose to be a limit as to how high
construction can be?

1/27/2021 7:19 PM

67 Why not add nice bike trails instead of re-doing the medians on Lincoln? What a waste of
federal funding. Lincoln has been a DISASTER for the last 14 months. NO MORE! PLEASE.
Who decides these projects? Terrible decisions.

1/27/2021 4:40 PM

68 1 1/27/2021 4:16 PM

69 Failure to beautify Doubletree Ranch Road 1/27/2021 2:53 PM

70 Short term rentals are really hurting our community. ( I know listed above but wanted to
emphasize it.) I think sometimes the planning committees are unreasonable in their direction.
Our neighbor wanted to improve their front yard area and it would have looked great. But the
committee wouldn't approve it for some crazy reason.

1/27/2021 2:01 PM

71 No improvement on cell service!!!!!!! 1/27/2021 1:44 PM

72 The short term rentals are destroying our town and it is expanding. Garbage cans left in the
streets with no fines. Call , complain and nothing happens. It is dangerous and should not be
allowed. Thank you Gov. Ducey for an agenda that brings unknown people into our town and
ruining the safety of our citizens.

1/27/2021 12:41 PM

73 TPV was very week in helping my HOA with short term rentals in our HOA. They would not
enforce town codes and the unruly gathering code. It cost our HOA $90,000 of our own money
to fight the company who owned the two homes in our neighborhood. We finally won a law suit
that we filed against that company with not help from TPV.

1/27/2021 11:42 AM

74 High Density of resort development (Ritz and other resorts expansion) not appropriate for our
residential community. Traffic, noise, mountain views lost.

1/27/2021 10:34 AM

75 allowing Marriott to put golf cart paths in residential back yards and increasing traffic of bikers,
walkers, golf carts etc looking into back yards.

1/26/2021 6:44 PM

76 Assisted living and Group homes Home businesses with employees as opposed to sole
proprietor home based businesses

1/26/2021 6:30 AM

77 No sewer availability. 1/25/2021 7:32 PM

78 The whole EPCOR/Lincoln Drive debacle - who will fix the road now? EPCOR trashed it.
Mountain Shadows is an abomination. Very bright lights high up on Camelback; they should be
hooded so the light doesn't shine all over the Valley, in my opinion. The one acre restriction is
wonderful - leave it.

1/25/2021 4:57 PM

79 New and Re-Development Construction not reflecting the Town of Paradise Valley's Vision and
Values : No support of Flatland residents when interacting with contractors during construction.

1/24/2021 6:30 PM
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Not enforcing building codes and ordinances which result in SUBSTANTIAL adverse impact to
adjacent property. No consideration of the surrounding area or preserving older neighborhoods'
ambiance. Not requiring subdivision's plat and Declaration of Restrictions as recorded with
Maricopa County be adhered to thus disrupting the character of the subdivision which current
neighbors have enjoyed. Sets a precedent for future development in the neighborhood. Not
being proactive when alerted by residents to harm. Need a formal guide how to bring attention
and results to correct defective/deficient construction when appropriate technical knowledge
and skill are not practiced.

80 Trail marking and preservation. The trails simply are confusing and not well marked. Further, it
is maddening to try to find parking at the trailheads and there really is no easy way to park in
the general vacinity and walk to the trailheads.

1/23/2021 8:19 PM

81 Cut through and speeding traffic, especially on Doubletree. 1/21/2021 4:26 PM

82 Recent median work on Lincoln Dr. has seriously impacted our ability to turn left on Lincoln
from 46th St. No one asked us if we wanted another useless median restricting our ability to
turn left and wait until we could merge into traffic.

1/21/2021 3:49 PM

83 Greater speed restrictions, improve bike paths and photo radar 1/20/2021 5:48 PM

84 The Resort redevelopments have been far too dense and have undermined the most attractive
low-density, natural, quality of the town.

1/18/2021 10:21 AM

85 Lack of preservation of one acre minimum lot at resort developments that include residences.
This has contributed to the spreadsheet of dense housing, traffic congestion, more traffic
lights, and eventually increased demand for town service. One acre around each house. Not
some mathematical average of houses over the entire acreage of an entire development. The
town tends to back off every time a resident hires an attorney to get a zoning out building
variance. The town has a plan and regulations or it doesn't. There needs to be appropriate
budgeting to support legal challenges and no favoritism. The police should not be influenced by
office holders. 

 The town allowed
the distributed cellular network construction with the only concern being the appearance of cell
towers without concern about the harms of electromagnetic radiation so close to homes. The
radiation safety expert provided by the utility failed to do his assessment correctly and the
town was completely silent. Photo radar is fine if it is a measure to prevent dangerous drivers
in our town, but this cannot be justified when they are placed within 100 yards of leaving the
town into Phoenix. Use it as intended, not as a trap of drivers who may be increasing speed as
allowed in Phoenix. This gives our town a bad reputation. Please use some of these monies
for increased enforcement, as speed cameras do not identify tailgaters or impaired drivers,
which I think is a greater danger.

1/18/2021 10:04 AM

86 address oldeander blight over consumption of irrigation - adverse impact on table excessive
party noise

1/18/2021 9:00 AM

87 Lack of places for citizens to gather. 1/18/2021 8:08 AM

88 SPEEDING ON ARTERIALS 1/17/2021 9:51 AM

89 Concerned PV will become another Scottsdale. The density of these resorts is depressing.
How did mountain shadows ever get approved? Absolute embarrassment to the town. I have
not heard any positive comments about the architecture or the development. The density is
excessive. And now what will be one of Smoke Tree and the Ritz. Very sad to see all of this.

1/17/2021 7:49 AM

90 Camelback mountain, since the roundabout was implemented, has gone from being a positive
to a huge negative for nearby residents. The level of traffic (both by car and foot), garbage,
congestion and level of risk has skyrocketed. Multiple times in the last month I have been
faced with a car coming toward me in the wrong direction through the roundabout while walking
my dogs. Locals have an appreciation for how to use the roundabout. However, as residents
suggested to PV when consideration was initially given to the roundabout, hikers would sit,
park, bloc, traffic, continue to circle in the roundabout waiting for a parking spot. That's exactly
what's happened. Through traffic can no longer get through and traffic is frequently backed up.
And, there is NO place to pick or drop hikers off. The are is packed with Uber/Lift drivers

1/16/2021 4:30 PM
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waiting, sitting, standing in cars right in front of the signs advising NOT to do this. The PHX
"officers" don't help manage the traffic, in fact they encourage it by letting people stop, talk,
drop people off, etc. They frequently make matters worse by trying to explain where hikers can
go to park. PV needs to get this under control. It's become downright dangerous.

91 The inability of the Hillside and Town building committees to police the actual following of plans
submitted by developers and builders. there are so many double standards in this process and
there needs to be a clear definition of right and wrong as too much gray area is being exposed
and is falling thru the cracks that should not be taking place on building sites. i.e height
restrictions are not being followed on hillside and variances are being approved at an alarming
rate. this only degrades and hurts the value of those already here in their homes.

1/16/2021 9:06 AM

92 Disappointed in allowing commercial businesses in PV outside of the resorts. 1/15/2021 4:56 PM

93 Short-term rentals are a nightmare. Glad this is a big priority. We are very concerned about
how the Town seems to be moving the needle on preserving lot size. What has happened with
the Ritz Carlton development is very concerning. Town also needs to do a better job of getting
properties that are horrible eyesores to better comply with basic upkeep. It brings down
property values to neighbors.

1/15/2021 3:52 PM

94 Bottleneck in the building department. It is taking forever to get permits and the Hillside
process is extremely cumbersome. Suggestion: Once you get through the Hillside process,
your permits should be expedited.

1/15/2021 3:31 PM

95 I’m deeply concerned with the type of housing that is being allowed when it is not in keeping
with surrounding homes and when it impedes views. We all considered PV for its amazing
Mountain View’s. Watching this slowly get chipped away at is disheartening. We also need to
address noise from old town establishments and get a handle on the short term rental crisis.

1/15/2021 3:09 PM

96 Ignoring builders who refuse to honor Hillside ordinances, and hillside committees decisions.
And who get plans approved by Hillside, and then submit different plans to building
department. And allowing them to build despite continuous violations of Hillside Zoning
OrdinanceS.  Also, construction ordinances. Now 7 days a
week. Including holidays. And hours are unacceptable, especially for Hillside areas.

1/15/2021 1:46 PM
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Q8 Please indicate your impression of the following value statements that
were collectively used to form the current 2012 General Plan Vision

Statement (pg. 1-7 of the document)
Answered: 313 Skipped: 73
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Q9 Limiting the growth of government in the Town of Paradise Valley has
historically been a foundational value. Please briefly describe what limited

government means to you.
Answered: 243 Skipped: 143

(See Following Page)
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Maintenance of adequate water supply, sufficient revenue to fund police and fire services,
minimizing traffic, improving code enforcement and consolidating private trash companies
effective police and fire protection, effective code enforcement and controlling resort and non-
residential development. If the limited government that exists is not protecting and persevering
the residential Zones and respecting home owners, it is terrible for community and the
reputation of a city that is supposed to prevent mindless commercialization of residential
zones which were meant to be permanent. This erosion of trust will hurt the city and
community. the reason paradise valley is reknown around the country for being beautiful is for
these protections. 

 honor Health Hospital have taken what used
to be a small private tennis court and turned it into a monstrosity Mountainside Fitness behind
the mans house which definitely emits tons of light pollution and the beauty of the town in so
many ways. This proposed Honor health Development will also only exacerbate an incredible
already dangerous intersection of Shea Blvd and I understand that the government will not use
money to put lights in until the death quota has been met. There is so much usable and empty
space at Tatum and Shea that this is just atrocious and ludicrous that there is even a question,
the zone should not be rezoned.

3/2/2021 5:28 PM

2 Cherish individual rights. Government for safety, general planning, preservation. 3/2/2021 2:40 PM

3 to much drainage/retention for hillside. It's part of living on a hill - washes if left natural and not
diverted, streets left without berming by residents to send water down to the next neighbor,
would help not increase the unnatural flow to those below them (i.e. Hummingbird and Quartz
Mountain)

3/2/2021 2:29 PM

4 I don't see this. we had open spaces on Lincoln. Now we have major congestion and ugly
hotels. Not peaceful. We never wanted cameras. New gated communities should be outlawed.
Single residences, individual unique homes only. the development for sale on desert jewel
would be the worst.

3/2/2021 2:21 PM

5 an efficient means of operating and solving issues 3/2/2021 2:14 PM

6 limited government is much more efficient! get things done. 3/2/2021 2:06 PM

7 limited power in fewer hands 3/2/2021 12:47 PM

8 police enforcement; photo radar; citation service; drainage; retention basin required for new
building permit was "overkill"; city water has too much chlorine - smells

3/2/2021 12:29 PM

9 efficiency of service and permits. easy resident participation on issues 3/2/2021 12:20 PM

10 I did not think we need to separate courts building just because much of the money was
available

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

11 Live and let live 3/2/2021 11:44 AM

12 fiscal responsibility, keeping within budget, community input on matters of importance 3/2/2021 11:22 AM

13 a cooperative relationship with residents with minimal intrusion and regulation 3/1/2021 8:33 PM

14 Leaving too many options up the residents 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

15 Minimal government to keep the Town running to its Best Potential 3/1/2021 2:32 PM

16 Not having a town tax to pay for services as Town council salaries, fire, libraries, parks, etc.
We therefore pay fees for these services, either mandatory (fire) or selective to other towns
(parks, recreation, libraries, etc. Allows for individual selection of same and voluntary service
as council member, Planing and zoning ,etc.

3/1/2021 1:44 PM

17 Less rules. The staff (especially woman at desk) rude to town people. Act like the people that
live here are burden or a pain. All top down. Offensive

3/1/2021 1:41 PM

18 Government size should remain proportional to providing bare necessities. 3/1/2021 1:06 PM

19 I like how the Town government currently operates. I wouldn't want it to significantly expand its
current role and taxation, unless there is an obvious need.

3/1/2021 12:59 PM

20 Essential activities that can only/best be carried out by government, i.e. public safety, public 3/1/2021 12:51 PM
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works, review and approval/disapproval of development requests, etc. Utilize volunteers from
the community wherever possible.

21 Obviously, the government needs to function and as the town changes, or evolves, sometimes
the government needs to step in which might mean more growth of government vs. limiting
government.

3/1/2021 12:15 PM

22 Limited government means curbing overreach by elected officials while adhering to the
founding precepts of the Town of Paradise Valley.

3/1/2021 12:14 PM

23 Small and simple. More people means more red tape. 3/1/2021 12:08 PM

24 Keep the town mayor and. It’s counsel volunteer services. It’s healthy to keep a community
feel of Pv in the larger Phx area.

3/1/2021 11:56 AM

25 Keep the rural esthetic and limit “beautification” projects which limit Mountain Views, decrease
easy access to personal property, and require increased water and maintenance.

3/1/2021 11:35 AM

26 Staying focused on your primary service areas like public safety. 3/1/2021 11:30 AM

27 Enforcing current state and county regulations while optimizing local codes to maintain an
unobtrusive and minimalist government

3/1/2021 11:23 AM

28 a city government should focus on the basics like schools, roads and sewers and not things
like a new minimum wage or insisting on public art

3/1/2021 11:20 AM

29 Focus only on providing services that are needed, including safety. Avoid unnecessary and
burdensome regulations. Don't fix it, if it ain't broke. Manage within your means.

3/1/2021 11:13 AM

30 A sense of community. 3/1/2021 11:08 AM

31 no new taxes and maintain quality of services 3/1/2021 10:55 AM

32 Not taking on responsibilities or tasks that the private sector can do better. Allowing residents
to make the individual choices instead of the Town as much as possible. Creating competition
for services that drive down costs.

3/1/2021 10:23 AM

33 Low property taxes, choosing own waste management services, few government employees 3/1/2021 10:12 AM

34 having the jurisdiction to provide and supervise infrastructure, provide moral
leadership...transparency, police protection, the common good..., enforce the laws

3/1/2021 10:10 AM

35 The state and feds do a fine job of writing up laws and regulations limiting our enjoyment of our
property and taking our very hard earned money. The best thing PV can do is NOT get mired in
cultural issues and focus on managing the quality of life here without forcing political or cultural
nonsense down the throats of the community members.

3/1/2021 10:04 AM

36 Less regulations, Minimal taxation 3/1/2021 10:02 AM

37 limited latitude in the regulation of policies that affect the community. reduced bureaucracy. 3/1/2021 10:02 AM

38 Not prescribing what we need to do. 3/1/2021 9:49 AM

39 I don't need the governing bodies in my way, but I would like protection of existing building
codes.

3/1/2021 9:33 AM

40 Government should stay out of people’s lives. It should provide police for law enforcement,
road construction or repair, and that is it!

3/1/2021 9:33 AM

41 Allowing progress and open to exceptions. 3/1/2021 9:33 AM

42 LESS TAXES AND FEWER REDUNDANT NON ESSENTIAL SERVICES 3/1/2021 9:32 AM

43 Residents are engaged and alert to what is happening in the Town. Residents are personally
accountable and free to give input and self manage the culture. Not constantly taxing or doing
things in the community without input....

3/1/2021 9:30 AM

44 Limit govt to providing essential municipal services, and enforce regs unique to PV. 3/1/2021 9:28 AM

45 Governing for the people and keeping necessary services but not overburdening residents with
unnecessary regulations

2/28/2021 8:23 PM
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46 Self accountability by the residents...Collaborative culture with government and public service. 2/28/2021 8:09 PM

47 Trusting the residents to conduct themselves appropriately. 2/28/2021 6:59 PM

48 Privatization of services when it makes economic sense. Strong ordinances, minimal
interference unless in violation.

2/28/2021 4:57 PM

49 Support utilities, fire, police 2/28/2021 4:46 PM

50 Limited government usually means low taxes and modest services. No one wants limited
government when it comes to the Police Department.

2/28/2021 10:41 AM

51 limited government means people have more autonomy. 2/27/2021 4:55 PM

52 Code enforcement and services 2/27/2021 1:52 PM

53 Less layers of government. 2/27/2021 12:14 PM

54 Small local goverment cut Redtape when and if you need to contact a local official without
going through layers of departments to finally speak to the person who can address my topic.

2/27/2021 10:16 AM

55 We are still in the "Wild West" where freedom and liberty according to our US Constitution
should always prevail, setting an example for the entire Nation and World.

2/26/2021 6:28 PM

56 Listening to the people, finding the sweet spot/consensus and then having enough government
to implement.

2/26/2021 6:21 PM

57 If Limited Government means limited power then I think it should be revised to ensure that
respect and adherence to the changing norms and laws are adhered to. Just because you
burned debris on your property for 30 years does not mean that you can continue this practice.
Just because your dog runs around unsupervised doesn't mean that works now. Just because
you have means dosn't mean that you don't have to follow the rules and laws.

2/26/2021 5:26 PM

58 Personal is the cities biggest expense. I feel we more use of technology and neighbor help,
and personal volunteers.

2/26/2021 11:10 AM

59 Simplicity 2/25/2021 5:53 PM

60 Speed Traps - Congestion - None Stop Road Work - Heavy Equipment running 40 mph on our
streets along side Tourists on Mopeds, Skate Boards, Bicycles, Foot, Electric Cars & so forth.

2/25/2021 12:17 PM

61 Stop ruining the beauty with mishandled management. 2/25/2021 12:00 PM

62 The local government should provide public safety and town management 2/24/2021 7:55 PM

63 Stop weilding government like a weapon 2/24/2021 7:37 PM

64 Lower taxes. Less intrusion of proposed street plans. 2/24/2021 6:46 PM

65 As is 2/24/2021 5:32 PM

66 Only do for the community what individuals can't do for themselves. 2/24/2021 5:17 PM

67 Less 2/24/2021 3:55 PM

68 The minimum required for safety and cost effectiveness 2/24/2021 12:18 PM

69 I do not support this principle. Public safety services, parks, open spaces all add to our
community. We need more parks and recreation.

2/23/2021 10:30 PM

70 Minimal taxes. Tax money is not spent on frivolous things, only for core infrastructure such as
roads, public spaces, and education.

2/21/2021 2:37 PM

71 Retaining the values and character of the town.....and security. 2/20/2021 7:08 PM

72 Don’t want too many cooks in the kitchen!😉 2/20/2021 6:07 PM

73 Limited city tax 2/20/2021 5:22 PM

74 No taxes, but very limited public services. 2/20/2021 11:28 AM

75 Low taxes 2/20/2021 9:32 AM

76 No local taxes, minimal government involvement. 2/20/2021 7:55 AM
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77 Maintaining a low density living community in the Phoioenx area. 2/19/2021 6:05 PM

78 Not sure. Maybe limit excessive restrictions but we need restrictions or guidelines to maintain
environment

2/19/2021 8:58 AM

79 Maintain the zoning regulations that we currently have. Keep government regulations to a
minimum while maintaining low density, no commercial business. Never become a
scottsdale...low density..

2/18/2021 5:51 PM

80 consistent uniform laws - not to house level 2/18/2021 2:53 PM

81 I don’t know. Guess they don’t do anything about things like the garbage truck problem and
especially no regulations on what is built thus ruining everyone’s views, no control of ruining
the natural desert and everything else people used to love about PV.

2/16/2021 6:31 PM

82 Limited Gov. means to be to cut the national defense budget. 2/16/2021 3:46 PM

83 Enforce laws, support our police, protect people but do not invade their privacy. No
authoritarian government. I cherish freedom.

2/16/2021 1:36 PM

84 Keeping essential services intact but not looking to meddle with lots of regulations. 2/16/2021 1:31 PM

85 Providing essential services in a lean, efficient manner 2/15/2021 3:16 PM

86 Only having enough government involvement to enforce/preserve the vision listed in #8 2/15/2021 1:50 PM

87 It gives me the privacy and independence I enjoy. 2/15/2021 6:59 AM

88 No taxes 2/14/2021 4:56 PM

89 government does only what we cannot do for ourselves, i.e. security, preservation of one acre
zoning, no taxes, fiscal responsibility and conservation

2/14/2021 9:44 AM

90 Less tax base for individual homes. 2/13/2021 1:55 PM

91 Government performs only essential services for the community, not additional optional
services

2/13/2021 11:54 AM

92 As times change, so needs to the governing body; limiting the growth of government should
require we add only those positions necessary to govern new aspects of our community, and
outdated/archaic or needless components should result in the elimination of those positions
that governed them.

2/13/2021 9:31 AM

93 Short term rental party houses deep concern of mine. 2/13/2021 9:22 AM

94 minimalizing layers of bureaucracy 2/12/2021 6:13 PM

95 Too much government usually means too many bad decisions, like changing the good things
into worse ideas.

2/12/2021 4:30 PM

96 That one has the freedom to pursue their interests without interference providing they are
within the bounds of the law.

2/12/2021 4:27 PM

97 Limited government is unobtrusive, guiding from behind the scenes to keep our lifestyle as the
founders of our town set out. If well done, it does not intrude in our daily lives.

2/12/2021 3:27 PM

98 Adequate planning control to maintain character of town Excellent police/security service Easy
resident input to governing process

2/12/2021 2:39 PM

99 less bureaucracy 2/12/2021 2:19 PM

100 Limited government would mean no government setting agendas, socially or financially, that
does not directly impact the immediate safety or security of the Town residents. Keep politics
out of most everything

2/12/2021 1:34 PM

101 fewer bureaucrats, less proscriptive legislation than elsewhere. 2/12/2021 1:29 PM

102 personal and private freedom within the laws 2/12/2021 8:02 AM

103 No non-governmental services 2/11/2021 8:15 PM

104 Decision making should be as localized as reasonably possible— possibly down zone level 2/11/2021 4:47 PM
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meetings with zone coordinators.

105 review mission statement 2/10/2021 7:17 PM

106 No growth in Town employees, except for population growth. Volunteers where possible. 2/10/2021 4:05 PM

107 For the town to give overall plans/guidelines for building, governing, etc. with a large amount of
input from the citizens living within the township.

2/10/2021 3:51 PM

108 Ordinances that protect the privacy of everyone. 2/10/2021 3:49 PM

109 Freedom 2/10/2021 3:40 PM

110 Fiscal responsibility 2/10/2021 3:37 PM

111 Government government too much leads to poorer quality services 2/10/2021 3:34 PM

112 Letting residents decide 2/10/2021 3:29 PM

113 Freedom to live your life (if it doesn’t interfere with other people’s freedom) the way you want 2/10/2021 3:08 PM

114 Primarily a volunteer driven organization. Highly transparent. Accessible. Demonstrating a core
belief in the historic nature of what the Town of PV means.

2/10/2021 10:09 AM

115 Keeping costs and taxes down. It does not mean we should have a lack of regulations that
preserve our community.

2/10/2021 8:11 AM

116 Volunteer Leadership. Small Departments. Fewer but highly qualified personnel. A commitment
to small government.

2/10/2021 6:40 AM

117 -No Property Tax 2/9/2021 4:33 PM

118 Less city government on Covid restrictions huge plus. Big government is making it tough
enough

2/9/2021 12:29 PM

119 Town Council limits interference in our lives. 2/9/2021 9:00 AM

120 Government understanding that it works for, not against residents. 2/8/2021 12:57 PM

121 Keeping spending within one's means 2/8/2021 9:53 AM

122 NO development of recreational spaces... these create all kinds of problems!!! Please
preserve the peace of PV! Resisting state and federal government encroachment.

2/8/2021 7:55 AM

123 the current limited government seems to be working so see no need to change 2/6/2021 2:30 PM

124 The least necessary amount of gov intervention as possible. 2/6/2021 2:14 PM

125 People have a voice and things tend to get done with limited government. 2/5/2021 11:21 PM

126 fewer people , keep it small and simple. no tax, no council members who can't get along to do
their business

2/5/2021 6:40 PM

127 Live within our means. 2/5/2021 4:03 PM

128 Limited involvement in and control of the lives of residents. Focus on safety and maintaining
standards.

2/5/2021 8:23 AM

129 Our local government should be minimally involved in our lives while protecting the quality of
life here.

2/4/2021 7:38 PM

130 Freedom from bureaucracy. 2/4/2021 4:16 PM

131 Planning and Police are the most important. I want protection of 1) maintaining the large lots
which contributes to the best land use and desert culture, 2) protecting views and open space,
3) strong public safety of persons, property, and the peace 4) Maintenance and beauty of our
roads and right-of-ways. Thank you for arranging water and fire service. Otherwise we are a
sturdy, self-determined and self-efficient collective. We don't need a bunch of rules or
bureaucrats.

2/4/2021 2:52 PM

132 In a town this small, it is so important to maintain the presence of order, police and fire
services, to ensure a high quality of life given the cost of buying and/or building a home in PV.
Limited government is an amorphous term that no longer has relevance in our regulated world.

2/4/2021 11:59 AM
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133 Limiting growth of government means continuing our independence from larger surrounding
cities and focusing on our core founding principles. Also, having a volunteer Town Council,
Mayor, etc - comprised of our local neighbors also sets us a part.

2/4/2021 8:34 AM

134 Keeping to Paradise Valleys original founding principles. 2/4/2021 8:30 AM

135 Government that is clearly focused on basic services delivered to residents with speed,
efficiency and expense management. Gov't not trying to tell residents how to live.

2/4/2021 6:27 AM

136 No over-reach of government 2/3/2021 11:06 AM

137 Low taxes, fewer regulations, simple business processes 2/3/2021 4:17 AM

138 Listen to taxpayers, be fiscally responsible. Make good decisions based on what is best for all,
not special interest politicians.

2/2/2021 5:48 AM

139 term limits 2/1/2021 8:45 PM

140 Limiting overreach 2/1/2021 9:41 AM

141 n/a 1/31/2021 5:55 PM

142 Limited government means acting in the best interests of the PV community to retain PV’s
distinctive characteristics. Avoid population density, traffic congestion and insure the safety of
its citizens.

1/31/2021 11:29 AM

143 The level of government seems just right. I would certainly not make any cuts to it. 1/30/2021 8:35 PM

144 Minimize taxes and be more flexible on considering individual situations versus being rigid on
all codes.

1/30/2021 7:35 PM

145 I thought I liked limited government until I see how developers seem to have an inside track on
approval of projects that do not reflect our community values.

1/30/2021 6:49 PM

146 Keeping the focus on quality of life, maintaining home values, and less development. Way to
many resorts and transient residents and the trend needs to stop. People actually live here!

1/30/2021 6:34 PM

147 I think the town needs smart governance. Limited governance is neither good nor bad in itself. 1/30/2021 6:09 PM

148 Planning and design approval has become socialistic in the attitudes of the staff. Government
requires more money so it tends to approve resort development which is out of character with
the desire of the residents for lower density.

1/30/2021 6:03 PM

149 No property taxes and a volunteer city government augmented by a competent profession town
management staff

1/30/2021 5:42 PM

150 less onerous regulations. less corruption. lower taxes. 1/30/2021 5:24 PM

151 It’s OK 1/30/2021 5:10 PM

152 Limited government growth maintains a stable community without adding layers of be red tape
to get anything done. Even now, getting permitting done efficiently takes too long and causes
dollar expenditures and time delays

1/30/2021 4:57 PM

153 Limit regulations and size of gov. WE are not a Home Owners ASSOCIATION. Freedom of
expression in private home styles , except on Hillside. Strict code needed. GOV exists to
provide Safety and structure. . Not need to grow beyond, requiring TAX to maintain. Keep it
simple!

1/30/2021 4:53 PM

154 Limiting density 1/30/2021 4:49 PM

155 Limiting government intrusion into housing, or lifestyle, we are not a cookie cutter community,
limited growth of Gov. unless Safety ,

1/30/2021 4:40 PM

156 Effective well run municipal oversight without overreaching and also keeping the community
voice involved for checks and balances on community issues.

1/29/2021 6:31 PM

157 lower taxes 1/29/2021 3:00 PM

158 I dont know. 1/28/2021 10:37 AM

159 We prefer not to have a strong active government except when it comes to land use issues, 1/28/2021 9:51 AM
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Q10 What other foundational values, if any, do you think should be
included as part of the Town’s 2022 General Plan update Vision for the

future? (please write short phrases)
Answered: 204 Skipped: 182

(See Following Page)











(expletive)
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Q12 How important are the following Land Use & Community Character
statements to the future of Paradise Valley?

Answered: 279 Skipped: 107

Maintain low
density with...

Promote
mountain vie...

Address
short-term...

Monitor
hillside...

Maintain
buffers betw...

Promote
neighborhood...
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Address group
homes for le...

Promote
context...

Encourage
revitalizati...

Address
assisted liv...

Promote public
gathering...

Identify more
ways to...

Support senior
living...
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Q14 How important are the following Circulation & Open Space statements
to the future of Paradise Valley?

Answered: 275 Skipped: 111

Continue to
ensure the...

Continue speed
management...

Address
neighborhood...

Continue to
focus...

Maintain
limited bike...

Encourage the
creation of...
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Very Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Promote health
and wellness...

Maintain
regular publ...

Encourage
electric or...
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Q16 How important are the following Environmental & Water Resources
statements to the future of Paradise Valley?

Answered: 260 Skipped: 126

Very Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Monitor water
providers to...

Address
flooding...

Promote native
Sonoran Dese...

Encourage
environmenta...
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Q18 How important are the following Community & Public Services
statements to the future of Paradise Valley?

Answered: 274 Skipped: 112

Maintain high
quality publ...

Support
improvement ...

Monitor sewer
providers to...

Meet residents
needs while...

Enhance Town
customer...

Minimize Town
expenditures
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Very Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Integrate
smart...

Minimize Town
maintenance...

Enhance
ongoing...

Increase
involvement ...
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Q19 Is there anything else you would like to tell us in regards to this
General Plan Update?

Answered: 109 Skipped: 277

(See Following Page)







(engineering staff)


















